
 

Accommodation 

Travel back to the 50’s and experience what it’s like to live in a different time. 
We do not have electricity or running water here, so life is simple on our little 
island. That means there’s no dish washer or electric heaters – you do the 
dishes by hand and light a fire in the wood stove. You can choose between 
staying in the houses on the southern end, where the peer and most of the 
buildings are, or in our charming huts in Kobbevika and Hellemolla. 
Additionally, we also have two new fabric goahtis, each situated on the 
southern and northern end of the island. You’ll live in the middle of 
“nowhere”, but be equipped with everything you need to stay comfortably. 

Transportation by RIB boat  

The trip with us to Tamsøya begins at 18:00 (6pm) on the old ferry peer in 
Repvåg. You can park your car for free along the fence of the large blue house 
with a red barn. From there, you’ll be a passenger on our 600 horse powered, 
35 feet RIB boat, and it’ll take about 15 minutes to reach the island. The boat 
has a passenger capacity of 12, and everyone will be equipped with regatta 
(floatation) suits and life vests.  

Total price to and from the island per person 1400 NOK  

 

 

 

 



Accommodation options and pricing  

Tamsøya is a very special island in the Porsanger fjord. It’s protected due to its 
bird and plant life, and therefore it’s important to move around on it with 
caution. Despite challenging conditions, we do our best in facilitating unique 
and pleasurable stays for our guests here. This is an opportunity to spend some 
time away from crowds, modern technology and mass tourism – all in a place 
like no other.  

All our prices include crisp linens, drinking water brought from the mainland 
and dry birch firewood.  

The Mathilde Cabin – “Mathildehytta” 
This cabin is separated into two sections, each section with two rooms for 4 
people. They’re all equipped with cooking tools, a dining area by the windows 
and sleeping areas with duvets, pillows and linens. Depending on which room 
you’ll stay in, you’ll either have a view of the sea, or of the evening and 
midnight sun.  

Price per night, per person: 1.165 NOK (Children 350 NOK pr.night) 

The Anneli Cabin – “Annelihytta” 
This cabin is separated into four rooms by a big hallway. Each can 
accommodate 4 people and are equipped with cooking tools, a dining area by 
the windows and sleeping areas with duvets, pillows and linens. Depending on 
which room you’ll stay in, you’ll either have a view of the sea, or of the evening 
and midnight sun.  

The Storgården cabin “ Storgården” The largest house on Tamsøya is on two 
floors. On the ground floor there is a large kitchen and sleeps 4-6. On the 
second floor there are 3 rooms with a total of 8 beds and a common kitchen 
area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All living rooms have sea views. 

1.floor: Price per night, per person: 1300 (Children 350 NOK pr.night) 

2. floor: Price per night, per person: 1165 (Children 350 NOK pr.night) 

The hut in Kobbevika 
This solitary hut is located on the northern side of the island. It can 
accommodate 4 people in bunkbeds. Situated right by the sea, it naturally has 
quite the view and you can tr 

appreciate the feeling of freedom that comes with staying somewhere this 
remote. By the entrance, there’s a semi-indoor storage area and 60 meters 
away, there’s an outhouse.  

Price per night, per person: 1350NOK (Children 350 NOK pr.night) 

The Hut in Hellemolla 
This solitary hut is located on the north-western side of the island. It can 
accommodate 2 people, but on request this can be expanded to 4. This is a 
small hut, but all the more cozy and intimate. Also, the view is perhaps one of 
the best on the island. 
Adjacent to the hut, there’s a tent outdoor toilet.  

Price per night, per person: 1350 NOK (Children 350 NOK per.night) 

Goahti 
Get the ultimate nature experience and relax far away from the chores of 
everyday life. This fabric goahti is located just above the shoreline on the south 
side (Innerenden) of the island, with views to “Kjæsklubben” and south and 
west side of the Porsangerfjord. Accommodates two people. This is our most 
fancy accommodation option – it has everything from a double bed, pelt-clad 
furniture, oven, outside furniture, kitchen utensils, wine glasses, emergency 
gear, and a tent outside toilet. Also, the goahti has large wall and ceiling 
windows.  

Price per night, per person: 1375 NOK  

In addition, you can order breakfast and a three-course dinner 
 

Breakfast per person: 250 NOK 

Three-course dinner per person: 700 NOK 
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